SAP Industry Overview
SAP for Wholesale Distribution

Solutions for Wholesale Distributors from SAP
Drive Superior Performance and Profitable Growth

Growing profits in the wholesale distribution
business today is more challenging than ever.
You need to have the right technology to handle ever-increasing levels of complexity. And
you need fast access to trusted information
required to proactively manage customer and
supplier relationships and make informed
decisions.
SAP has designed solutions for wholesale distributors that can help by giving you the tools,
process support, and insight you need to drive
superior business performance. And because
SAP® solutions leverage industry best practices
gathered by SAP over the past 40 years, you’ll
run your business better. Our customers streamline operations in ways that improve service levels and increase operational efficiency – all while
enabling greater collaboration with customers
and vendors.

Driving Superior Performance and Profitable Growth

SAP® Solutions for Your Most Pressing
Industry Challenges

You don’t run a generic business. So why use generic solutions?
With SAP® solutions designed for wholesale distributors, you can
implement integrated software that’s tailored specifically to your
industry. Our goal is help distributors like you address your most
pressing needs: providing value to customers and vendors, differentiating your business from competitors, and growing profitably and sustainably.
SAP software can help you achieve superior business performance while effectively managing your entire organization –
people, physical assets, business processes, and technology –
and supporting collaboration inside and outside your enterprise.
You can accomplish these objectives while adopting industry
best practices supported by SAP solutions, which are based on
SAP’s nearly 40 years of working with thousands of wholesale
distributors worldwide.

Responding to New Challenges

Gain Competitive Advantage in a Complex
Business Environment

The wholesale distribution industry faces some of the greatest
forces of change in its history. As an executive, you need to respond to trends such as industry consolidation, globalization,
and ever-tighter margins on products. At the same time, you
likely face increasing customer demand for new types of services, more proactive collaboration, and higher visibility into
distributor operations. Finally, given the incredible proliferation
of products available today – developed by manufacturers to
help them differentiate and compete in today’s highly competitive markets – you have more details and inventory to manage.
Put simply, your business is more complex than ever. This
requires that you increase and improve access to reliable information, which is essential when managing customer and
supplier relationships and making business decisions.
This is particularly true when it comes to making the most of
vendor cost recovery programs designed to reward your performance. Significant payment lag times are prevalent because
the information distributors provide to suppliers is inaccurate.
And suppliers are notoriously quick to identify data inconsistencies between distributors’ submissions and their own
records; months can pass without resolution.
Enabling Business Transformations
To compete effectively in this environment, many wholesale
distributors are seeking ways to transform their business.
Executives are looking to optimize business processes, gain
insight, increase efficiency, and support new services and business models. SAP has identified the following as top priorities
of leading wholesale distributors:
•• Becoming a real-time, unwired enterprise so that employees
always have up-to-date information (even through a mobile
device), can eliminate process delays, and use speed for a
competitive advantage

•• Gaining agility to implement new strategies and respond to
customer demands and market changes swiftly
•• Reducing operating expenses via automation and streamlined business processes
•• Innovating and adopting new products, services, business
practices, and ways of adding value to their customers’
success
•• Building deeper relationships with trading partners by getting plugged in to their business networks to reduce cost of
goods sold
•• Differentiating their business from the competition by
becoming easy to do business with
To facilitate this transformation, forward-looking distributors
are evolving from inventory managers to information managers. They are leveraging innovative technology that makes it
possible to:
•• Trim costs, gain efficiencies, and drive higher employee and
asset productivity
•• Make better decisions based on real-time information, strategic insight, and enterprise-wide visibility
•• Break down the silos that exist within the enterprise and extend processes to enable collaboration with trading partners
•• Drive profitable growth and increase shareholder value
At the same time, because the wholesale distribution channel
is constantly evolving, most C-level executives believe that
their business transformation should be continuous – not a
one-time event. So the technology supporting this evolution
must enable a whole new level of flexibility and adaptability
across all parts of the enterprise.
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Everything Wholesale Distributors Need in an Integrated Solution

Comprehensive, Integrated Solutions
from SAP

To address these challenges and needs, SAP offers comprehensive, integrated solutions for large and midsize wholesale
distributors. Specifically:
•• For large enterprises, the SAP for Wholesale Distribution
solution portfolio offers a comprehensive set of applications
that improve operations and profitability, enable innovative
business models, and drive new levels of efficiency across
the extended enterprise. The solutions are available on premise, on demand, and on device in a variety of languages, and
support multiple currencies.
•• For midsize companies, SAP offers on-premise, qualified
SAP Business All-in-One partner solutions supporting
best practices for wholesale distribution. These partnerdeveloped solutions offer a rapid implementation approach
based on a predefined scope at a specified price in a predefined time frame.

“We have the same business issues as
a large enterprise, but more resource
constraints. We soon realized an SAP
solution could be a good fit for us.”
Bob Carroll, Senior Vice President and CFO, Powell Electronics Inc.

Supporting Key Business Activities
Solutions for wholesale distributors from SAP integrate purchasing, sales, logistics, and financial management functionality
to support innovation and new services to meet customer and
business needs. At the same time, the software provides sophisticated tools that to help you analyze operations and profitability.
You can more easily identify issues and opportunities for improvement and proactively take steps to drive responsiveness
and improvement – both internally and across your supply chain
network.
Key processes supported by these applications include the
following:
•• Demand and supply planning, including collaborative forecasting and inventory optimization – Maintain the right inventory to meet demand and keep service levels high – yet
minimize inventory investment and the risk of obsolescence
•• Procure-to-pay management – Manage both strategic and
operational relationships with suppliers using functionality
for strategic sourcing, purchasing, supplier collaboration,
and supplier agreement monitoring
•• Supply chain execution – Efficiently manage inbound and
outbound logistics, warehouse and inventory management,
compliance, and foreign-trade management, and better
manage customs handling and compliance with regulations

•• Order-to-cash management – Manage customer relationships, process orders using a variety of marketing channels,
collaborate with customers to optimize inventory, and
streamline billing and collection activities
•• Cost recovery (including rebate and chargeback management) – Support all phases of vendor cost recovery, from
agreement creation to supplier settlement, to reduce the
cost of goods sold
•• Financial analytics – Understand how your business is performing by monitoring key performance indicators through a
dashboard with drill-down features, enabling you to make
swift, informed business decisions and changes
You can also take your software mobile, empowering employees and supply chain participants while they’re on the go. Prebuilt functionality, which combines mobile commerce services
with SAP mobile applications, a cohesive mobile application
development platform, and integrated device management
capabilities, make it easy to extend applications and data to
any device.

With thousands of wholesale distribution
customers and nearly 40 years of proven
performance and results, SAP has
earned the position of a trusted advisor
and valued partner in the industry.

Analyst Viewpoint
“Wholesalers need to position themselves for success in the new economic reality of tremendous volatility,
uncertainty and unpredictability.
Leading wholesalers are finding the
path to superior sales and profitable
growth through IT systems, analytics,
and operational modernization. SAP
with its wholesale industry–specific
business solutions is leading this
modernization charge.”
Simon Ellis, IDC Manufacturing Insights Practice Director,
Supply Chain Strategies
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Realizing a Wide Range of Business Benefits

Optimize Business Processes
and Increase Profitability

SAP solutions deliver the tools and visibility you need to
streamline operations in ways that improve service levels and
increase operational efficiency. More efficiency means reduced
capital investment in stock across the supply chain, cost of
goods sold, and overhead. At the same time, you can benefit
from:
•• More effective planning and logistics processes – SAP
solutions enable highly effective, time-saving techniques for
planning and logistics. Rather than using paper-based analyses and calculations, the software automates analyses and
calculations (for example, for consumption-based planning)
and proactively gives you optimal recommendations. You can
also perform what-if analyses to see the impact of different
planning strategies before you implement them and bundle
orders for more cost-effective delivery.
•• Improved profitability – You can offer new marketing, sales,
and financial services. SAP software enables innovative services that provide order and logistics information, new product management, kitting, configuration, repairs, or financing.
The software also supports activity-based costing, giving you
granular insight into the profitability of products and customers. For example, you can make informed decisions about
pricing and the level of service you can afford to deliver.
•• Increased revenue – SAP software can support product and
service combinations that give you more ways to increase
revenue. These combinations can be tracked and posted to
one invoice.

•• Enhanced cost recovery – The software handles data capture, subsequent invoicing, and control of agreements, enabling you to improve rebate and chargeback processes for
reimbursements based on special agreements between
manufacturers and customers. In addition, functionality for
managing and tracking commissions helps you improve financial performance. For example, you can compensate
salespeople in a way that meets corporate goals. This provides incentives to salespeople to increase your margins, not
to give goods at a deep discount just to meet volume targets.
•• Reduced financial and transactional costs – You can automate inefficient manual accounting practices and improve
credit and dispute management processes. The integrated
business transaction functionality improves the timeliness
and accuracy of financial and management accounting
practices.
•• Improved decision making – By allocating costs based on
information in the vendor billing document, the software
makes costs more visible and allows you to more accurately
evaluate profitability. Sophisticated business intelligence
tools provide deeper insight into business processes. This
way, you can make sound business decisions regarding pricing, service levels, and other variables impacting profitability.
•• Business scalability – Wholesale distribution solutions from
SAP will fit your needs whether yours is a midsize company
or multinational enterprise. And when the business is ready
to grow, the solutions scale to support new requirements, for
example, or to ease integration due to mergers and
acquisitions.

Visualizing, Planning, and Implementing the Right Solution

Solution Portfolio

SAP solutions support your most critical business processes. As you develop a near- and long-term technology road map for your
organization, use the following table to understand the comprehensiveness of SAP solutions to meet your current and future needs.
Key Areas of Functionality Supported by SAP® Solutions
Finance

•• Gain control and compliance
•• Streamline finance business processes to reduce operating costs, manage risk,
and help ensure compliance

Chargeback Management

•• Streamline the chargeback process, thereby accelerating recovery and driving
higher profitability

Order to cash

•• Streamline sales order management and boost customer service
•• Automate order-to-cash business processes across your enterprise to maximize
profits, improve cash flow, reduce costs, and gain higher overall customer
satisfaction

Procure to pay

•• Achieve sustainable savings and efficiencies
•• Manage all sourcing and procurement processes to identify, realize, and sustain
cost savings for all spend categories

Demand and supply planning

•• Sense and respond quickly to changes
•• Increase visibility into your supply chain via collaboration with trading partners,
and respond quickly to changes, capitalizing on opportunities

Warehouse and logistics management

•• Lower operational costs and improve productivity
•• Automate warehousing and logistics processes to improve overall performance
and quality of service

Human resources

•• Get and keep the best people and talent
•• Leverage tools to hire the best talent; manage, cultivate, and reward employees;
and align employee goals to achieve your business objectives

Business intelligence

•• Achieve strategic and actionable insight
•• Gain timely business insight for better decision making across your enterprise

IT platform

•• Increase flexibility from embedded business logic
•• Drive process efficiency and gain flexibility to move into adjacent markets without
having to change underlying systems and platforms
•• Leverage the mobility enterprise application platform to improve productivity and
increase responsiveness
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Supporting and Enabling Change with Flexible Solutions

Integrate Today – and Be Prepared
for Tomorrow

With solutions from SAP, wholesale distributors of all sizes can
have an integrated, comprehensive set of industry-specific solutions tailored to meet their unique requirements. The native
integration between the various applications minimizes the
need for costly custom connectors. At the same time, crossdepartmental, automated processes and functionality can be
adapted – for example, by personalizing aspects of the user
interface.

SAP continually invests in its applications for wholesale distributors. Regularly released enhancement packages make it easier
for you to keep up with industry changes and compete effectively. For example, after implementing foundational portions of the
SAP for Wholesale Distribution solution portfolio, you can implement innovative processes based on technologies such as radio
frequency identification, master data management, and comprehensive business intelligence. You can also add applications

Functions Supported and Corresponding Benefits
Business Function

Benefit

Demand and supply planning

•• Improve service levels while reducing stock and lowering capital investment
across supply chain networks
•• Improve quality of forecasts
•• Optimize transportation capacities to reduce costs and increase customer
retention

Procure-to-pay management

•• Bundle purchases to maximize purchasing power and improve profit margins
•• Manage contractual agreements to optimize quantities ordered and reduce costs
of goods sold
•• Time orders to take advantage of price changes and limited offers from suppliers

Supply chain execution

•• Manage and allocate warehouse tasks to avoid resource bottlenecks
•• Support direct store delivery
•• Help ensure compliance with regulations
•• Support a variety of trading practices

Order-to-cash management

•• Streamline processes to improve customer satisfaction and reduce costs
•• Optimize processing of back-to-back orders and act as a broker of products and
services
•• Support direct price agreements between suppliers and customers, and the subsequent settlement of price differences
•• Manage commission processes efficiently and accurately

Financial management and vendor
cost recovery

•• Manage general and industry-specific processes in finance, human capital, operations support, and corporate services
•• Develop insight and visibility with business intelligence and analytics functionality
•• Manage the rebate and chargeback processes efficiently and accurately

Integration of information, people,
and processes

•• Operate with a uniform technical architecture and solution platform
•• Create a flexible IT infrastructure encompassing SAP® and non-SAP software
systems
•• Leverage existing IT infrastructure and reduce total cost of ownership
•• Unwire your enterprise, delivering information and applications on any mobile device

to support Internet sales, customer interaction centers, or strategic sourcing. This flexibility and extensibility is made possible
by the SAP NetWeaver® technology platform, the foundation for
our wholesale distribution applications. SAP NetWeaver also enables cross-functional business processes by integrating users,
information, and business processes; linking SAP and non-SAP
software systems; and supporting cost-effective collaboration
with partners and customers.
In addition, SAP works closely with more than 40 partners that
provide complementary integrated solutions and services designed specifically for the wholesale distribution industry.
Get Started Today
You’re in business to win – and SAP is here to help. Together
with our global ecosystem of partners, SAP is helping companies transform their business by providing comprehensive, integrated solutions built specifically for your industry. Our solutions are helping distributors achieve superior performance
across their enterprise in functions such as finance, business
analytics, sales, chargeback management, order management,
warehouse and logistics planning, and procurement. And leveraging our partner ecosystem, we can meet your specific needs
with minimal cost and risk.
We urge you to invest the time to see how SAP is helping distributors of all sizes compete more effectively in today’s evolving business environment. Thousands of distributors around
the world have chosen SAP solutions.
But SAP’s most important success story is yet to be told. It’s
the one in which your organization becomes more adaptive,
productive, and profitable with the help of our solutions. The
story begins when you invite us to discuss your business requirements, or when you visit us at www.sap.com/wholesale.
We look forward to sharing our experience and proven solutions with you.

Improving Forecast and
Replenishment Capabilities
“We can quickly meet customers’
specific requirements with the SAP
solution. We have optimized our lead
times, gone paperless in the warehouse, and overall have benefited
from end-to-end logistics processes.
It is now very important for us to improve our forecast and replenishment capabilities using this SAP
functionality.”
Dr. Thomas Pirlein, Senior Vice President Corporate IT,
Lekkerland AG & Co. KG

www.sap.com/contactsap
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